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privately circulated in America and later published by the
Assembly. Hence the whole affair became enclosed in a mis-
chievous atmosphere of mystery and re-awakened the wide-
spread hostility of the colonies to the independence of their
governors; further, the resulting vicious harangue of Solicitor-
General Wedderburn against Franklin, when examined
before the English Commons, converted Franklin into an
open opponent of Britain.
In 1773 Lord North gave the East India Company the
right to export tea to America direct, with a complete ex- Party.
emption from tax in England. Hence the Company would
have been able to sell tea at such a price as to outbid foreign
competitors and even smugglers. This aroused the enmity not
merely of patriots, but also of American merchants, who found
themselves completely excluded from a lucrative business.
The Company would do the whole of its trade through its
own warehouses, and give the management of it to notable
opponents of previous attempts to boycott British goods.
The American populace was now seething with discontent
and, under cover of night, a party of Boston citizens seized
three of the Company's boats which lay in the harbour
and pitched £15,000 worth of tea into the sea, so that by
morning " tea lay strewn like seaweed along Dorchester
beach/'1 At Philadelphia, New York, and elsewhere, tea-
boats had been prevented from entering or driven into flight.
Here was an action which no country could pass over The part
unnoticed, and even Americans decried this violent attack these out^
upon private property and this flagrant insult to a country straggle,t
whose trade and credit were so valuable.   Neither this nor
any other of the events of the last three years was in itself
sufficient to cause a revolution; they were Isolated incidents,
falling short of that united opposition which the Stamp
Act and the Townshend Duties had met.    On the other
hand, they revealed the absence of respect  for  law  or
England, and proved that under the agitation of a relatively
small number of extremists there was a growing determina-
tion to gain independence,    Revolution had become almost
inevitable: once let it be granted that England was obliged
1 Van Tyne, Causes of War of American Independence, p. 383.
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